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Why Is San Diego Real Estate so Expensive?
View from Harbor Island Marriot Hotel and Marina, photo by Nicole Roger-Hogan, September 2019
* Median Housing Price is in 2000 (constant) dollars
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*growth rates are proportion since previous decade
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Freeways and Large (600,000 square foot) 
Shopping Centers in San Diego County in1960-1980
Source: Richard Hogan, The Failure of Planning: Permitting Sprawl in San Diego Suburbs, 1970-1999 (Columbus: Ohio State 
University Press, 2003), pp. 37-40.  Base map from San Diego Association of Governments
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San Diego County 
Freeways in 2001
Under Construction 
Indicated with Broken Lines
Source: Richard Hogan, The Failure of Planning: 
Permitting Sprawl in San Diego Suburbs, 1970-1999
(Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2003) p. 35
For Update and Good News on









Source: Comprehensive Planning Organization,  San Diego Region 1970 Census: Subregional Area Data Tables and Computer 
Maps, April 1972, Table 2 (60-70 figures); SANDAG, Population and Housing Report, June, 1990, p. 9 (80-90 figures)
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San Diego Median Housing 
Value for Metropolitan
Statistical Areas in 2000
Source: San Diego Association of Governments, Censususacs.2000.msa.all, Downloaded 11/2/2019 Datasurfer
webpage
Yuppie Heaven, 




for Update and Good News on
freeway and rail completion in 2019:
Transnetmap webpage
Source: Richard Hogan, The Failure of 
Planning: Permitting Sprawl in San 
Diego Suburbs, 1970-1999 
(Columbus: Ohio State University 
Press, 2003), p. 136.
Some Additional Data Sources
• San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG). 1990. Regional   
Housing Needs Statement: San Diego Region. (San Diego: Source 
Point).
• U.S. Census. 1990. "Table 30. 1990. Population and Housing Unit 
Count." U.S. Census 1990 Webpage (accessed 6/9/2008)
• U.S. Census. 2000. "San Diego County Fact Sheet." U.S. Census 2000 
Webpage (accessed 6/9/2008)
For theory of monopoly rents (aside from Hogan 2003, cited above)
Karl Marx, Capital, Volume 3 (NY: International Publishers, 1967 
[1894]), pp. 614-831.
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